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BackgroundBackground

Discrete Memoryless Source (DMS)Discrete Memoryless Source (DMS)
Lossless coding schemeLossless coding scheme
Average endAverage end--toto--end delay constraint end delay constraint dd
The (average) rThe (average) redundancy    edundancy    -- gap between the gap between the 
average codeaverage code--length and the entropylength and the entropy
Traditionally Traditionally –– dictionarydictionary based encoders, based encoders, delaydelay
identified with identified with block/phrase lengthblock/phrase length

B2V codes B2V codes (e.g. Huffman)(e.g. Huffman):                 :                 [[classic][Szpankowskiclassic][Szpankowski ‘‘00]00]

V2B codes V2B codes (e.g. (e.g. TunstallTunstall)): : [Savari `97][Savari `97]

V2V codes : V2V codes : [[KhodakKhodak `69][Bugeaud et al]`69][Bugeaud et al]

The decay is polynomial!The decay is polynomial!
Holds for the more stringent maximal delay constraintHolds for the more stringent maximal delay constraint



Background Background –– cont. cont. 

Idealized arithmetic codingIdealized arithmetic coding
Attains zero asymptotic redundancyAttains zero asymptotic redundancy
The maximal delay is unboundedThe maximal delay is unbounded
However, the average delay is bounded! However, the average delay is bounded! 
[Gallager`91],[Shayevitz et al `06][Gallager`91],[Shayevitz et al `06]

The apparent disparity is due to The apparent disparity is due to 
Dictionary encoders are resourceDictionary encoders are resource--oriented and not oriented and not 
redundancyredundancy--orientedoriented
Definition of the delayDefinition of the delay

Question:Question: What is the redundancy incurred byWhat is the redundancy incurred by
imposing a imposing a maximalmaximal endend--toto--end delay constraint?end delay constraint?



SettingSetting

A DMS    over an alphabet A DMS    over an alphabet 
Sequentially emitting symbolsSequentially emitting symbols
Encoder   :Encoder   :

A sequence of mappingsA sequence of mappings
CausalCausal –– is a prefix ofis a prefix of
IntegrityIntegrity property property –– is the maximal common is the maximal common 
prefix of      prefix of      
Meets a (maximal) Meets a (maximal) delay constraint ddelay constraint d if    if    
uniquely determines uniquely determines for anyfor any

Lossless encoder, decoder is implicitly definedLossless encoder, decoder is implicitly defined



Setting Setting –– cont. cont. 

The The (average, asymptotic)(average, asymptotic) redundancyredundancy

The The redundancyredundancy--delaydelay function for the source function for the source 

where     is the family of all encoders satisfying where     is the family of all encoders satisfying 
a delay constraint a delay constraint dd



Explicit upper bounds on the redundancyExplicit upper bounds on the redundancy--delay function, delay function, 
via a modified arithmetic codervia a modified arithmetic coder
Redundancy decays Redundancy decays exponentiallyexponentially with delay!with delay!

The encoder does not The encoder does not ““resetreset”” after emitting bitsafter emitting bits
The state is always past dependentThe state is always past dependent

Provides a lower bound on the redundancyProvides a lower bound on the redundancy--delay delay 
exponentexponent

Tighter lower bound via typicality   Tighter lower bound via typicality   
Upper bound on           for almost all sourcesUpper bound on           for almost all sources

Main ResultsMain Results



PreliminariesPreliminaries



IntervalInterval--Mapping EncodersMapping Encoders

““SufficientSufficient”” in terms of delayin terms of delay--redundancy redundancy 
tradeofftradeoff
Growing source sequences     are mapped into Growing source sequences     are mapped into 
disjoint shrinking intervalsdisjoint shrinking intervals

TimeTime--varying arithmetic coding varying arithmetic coding 
is the binary sequence representing the is the binary sequence representing the 

minimal binary interval containing minimal binary interval containing 



The Forbidden Points ConstraintThe Forbidden Points Constraint

For any encoder interval        there exists a For any encoder interval        there exists a 
countable set                  of countable set                  of forbidden pointsforbidden points
The encoder meets a delay constraint The encoder meets a delay constraint dd if and if and 
only if only if 

The forbidden points are The forbidden points are concentratedconcentrated near the near the 
edges of the intervaledges of the interval
““SizeSize”” of concentration region depends on the of concentration region depends on the 
position and length of the encoderposition and length of the encoder’’s intervals interval



An Upper Bound on An Upper Bound on 



Basic Proof ElementsBasic Proof Elements

Consider Consider anyany intervalinterval--mapping encodermapping encoder
Argument extends to arbitrary encodersArgument extends to arbitrary encoders

At any time point, how can the encoder map At any time point, how can the encoder map 
the next the next dd symbols? symbols? 
Two competing strategies: Two competing strategies: 

Short rangeShort range: : Be faithful to the source Be faithful to the source –– Likely to Likely to 
generate a large concentration region for the next generate a large concentration region for the next 
encoderencoder’’s interval s interval RedundancyRedundancy
Long rangeLong range: Map to intervals with a small : Map to intervals with a small 
concentration region concentration region –– Typically cannot be done while Typically cannot be done while 
being faithful to the source being faithful to the source RedundancyRedundancy

Upper bound results from this core tensionUpper bound results from this core tension



The redundancyThe redundancy--delay exponent is upper delay exponent is upper 
bounded by bounded by 

for for almost allalmost all sources    sources    
is the fastest is the fastest ““zoomzoom--inin”” raterate

Cannot hold for all sources Cannot hold for all sources –– For dyadic sources For dyadic sources 
we can attain zero redundancy with zero delaywe can attain zero redundancy with zero delay
Unfortunately, the zero measure set which the Unfortunately, the zero measure set which the 
result does not cover is largerresult does not cover is larger……

For example, includes all binary sources                For example, includes all binary sources                
for which                    for some integerfor which                    for some integer

Convergence to the exponent is not uniformConvergence to the exponent is not uniform

Basic Proof Elements Basic Proof Elements –– cont.cont.



A Lower Bound onA Lower Bound on



Idealized Arithmetic Coding (AC)Idealized Arithmetic Coding (AC)

IntervalInterval--mapping encoder with a timemapping encoder with a time--invariant partitioninvariant partition
Relative lengths of subintervals equal symbol Relative lengths of subintervals equal symbol 
probabilitiesprobabilities
Zero asymptotic redundancy Zero asymptotic redundancy 
Some source sequences converge to forbidden points Some source sequences converge to forbidden points 
Maximal delay is Maximal delay is unboundedunbounded
Analyzing the probability of avoiding all forbidden points Analyzing the probability of avoiding all forbidden points 
in finite time in finite time [Shayevitz et al `06][Shayevitz et al `06]: : 

WhereWhere

corresponds to the slowest corresponds to the slowest ““zoomzoom--inin”” raterate



A Finite Delay AC VariantA Finite Delay AC Variant

Must intervene in the normal AC processMust intervene in the normal AC process
Append 2 fictitious symbols to the sourceAppend 2 fictitious symbols to the source’’s alphabets alphabet
Can be mapped to intervals of size   , so that at least Can be mapped to intervals of size   , so that at least 
one does not contain a forbidden pointone does not contain a forbidden point
The encoder tracks the delay The encoder tracks the delay 
When breeched, inserts the suitable fictitious symbol When breeched, inserts the suitable fictitious symbol 
and the delay is nullified!and the delay is nullified!

What is the cost in What is the cost in redundancyredundancy? ? 
MismatchMismatch in assigned lengths/probabilities due to in assigned lengths/probabilities due to 
fictitious symbolsfictitious symbols
Fictitious expected codeFictitious expected code--length of length of 
Balance by optimizing over Balance by optimizing over 



A Finite Delay AC Variant A Finite Delay AC Variant –– cont.cont.

The resulting achievable redundancy provides The resulting achievable redundancy provides 
an upper bound on the redundancyan upper bound on the redundancy--delay delay 
function: function: 

Thus, a lower bound on the redundancyThus, a lower bound on the redundancy--delay delay 
exponent is given by exponent is given by 



Tightening the Lower BoundTightening the Lower Bound

Via AEP/large deviationsVia AEP/large deviations

Requires a Requires a randomized mappingrandomized mapping, to avoid large , to avoid large 
redundancy under nonredundancy under non--typical eventstypical events



Lower Bounds for Binary SourcesLower Bounds for Binary Sources



DiscussionDiscussion

Exponential over polynomialExponential over polynomial
Finite horizon    Finite horizon    

Delay can be much shorter than block/phrase lengthDelay can be much shorter than block/phrase length
Best redundancy is Best redundancy is 
Can meet a delay constraint                   with Can meet a delay constraint                   with 
comparable redundancycomparable redundancy
Reminiscent observation by Reminiscent observation by [Weinberger [Weinberger et alet al `92]`92]

Precision vs. redundancyPrecision vs. redundancy
Superior performance over dictionary encoders, at Superior performance over dictionary encoders, at 
the cost of a the cost of a finer precisionfiner precision for keeping the encoderfor keeping the encoder’’s s 
statestate
Still, only a Still, only a finite precisionfinite precision is required to obtain the is required to obtain the 
exponential decay! exponential decay! 



Further ResearchFurther Research

Upper bound Upper bound 
Simplify proofSimplify proof
Tighten the bound, eradicate the 8 factor? Tighten the bound, eradicate the 8 factor? 
Extend to all non dyadic sourcesExtend to all non dyadic sources

Lower boundLower bound
Is common randomness necessary for the tightened Is common randomness necessary for the tightened 
bound? bound? 
Can we do even better?Can we do even better?




